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Abstract

A Manhattan world lying along cuboid buildings is use-
ful for camera angle estimation. However, accurate and
robust angle estimation from fisheye images in the Manhat-
tan world has remained an open challenge because general
scene images tend to lack constraints such as lines, arcs,
and vanishing points. To achieve higher accuracy and ro-
bustness, we propose a learning-based calibration method
that uses heatmap regression, which is similar to pose es-
timation using keypoints, to detect the directions of labeled
image coordinates. Simultaneously, our two estimators re-
cover the rotation and remove fisheye distortion by remap-
ping from a general scene image. Without considering
vanishing-point constraints, we find that additional points
for learning-based methods can be defined. To compensate
for the lack of vanishing points in images, we introduce aux-
iliary diagonal points that have the optimal 3D arrange-
ment of spatial uniformity. Extensive experiments demon-
strated that our method outperforms conventional methods
on large-scale datasets and with off-the-shelf cameras.

1. Introduction

In city scenes, image-based recognition methods are widely
used for cars, drones, and robots. It is desirable to recog-
nize the directions in which roads exist for navigation, self-
driving, and driver assistance. To avoid colliding with cars
and pedestrians, it is more important to detect these objects
in front of a vehicle rather than at the sides in Figure 1. We
can obtain the travel direction from odometry, gyroscopes,
or accelerator sensors using these specific devices. How-
ever, for cars, drones, and robots, image-based angle esti-
mation of the travel direction without these devices is better
for miniaturized and lightweight design. To determine the
origin of angles, a Manhattan world [12] defines orthog-
onal world coordinates along cuboid buildings and a grid
of streets. Although this image-based angle estimation is
a long-studied topic in areas of geometric tasks [1, 4, 51],
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Figure 1. Our network estimates extrinsics and intrinsics in a
Manhattan world from a single image. Our estimated camera
parameters are used to fully recover images by remapping them
while distinguishing the front and side directions on the basis of
the Manhattan world. Cyan, magenta, and yellow lines indicate
the three orthogonal planes of the Manhattan frame in each of the
images. The input image is generated from [38].

accurate and robust angle estimation has remained an open
challenge because general scene images tend to lack con-
straints such as lines, arcs, and vanishing points (VPs).

To control cars, drones, and robots, images for recogni-
tion are needed that have a large field of view (FOV). Fish-
eye cameras have a larger FOV than other cameras, but fish-
eye images are highly distorted. After fisheye distortion has
been removed, we can use various learning-based recogni-
tion methods, such as object detection [25, 27], semantic
segmentation [10, 26], lane detection [15, 61], action recog-
nition [50, 59], and action prediction [6, 20]. To recover
fisheye images, performing camera calibration before the
recognition tasks mentioned above is desirable.

Geometry-based calibration methods can estimate the
camera rotation and distortion from a distorted image [3, 32,
41, 57]. However, it is difficult for geometry-based methods
to calibrate cameras from images that contain few artificial
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Table 1. Comparison of the features of conventional methods and our proposed method

Method DL1 Heatmap1 Manhattan1 Pan Tilt & Roll Distortion Projection

Non-Manhattan world
López-Antequera et al. [33] CVPR’19 ✓ ✓ ✓ Perspective
Wakai and Yamashita [52] ICCVW’21 ✓ ✓ ✓ Equisolid angle

Wakai et al. [53] ECCV’22 ✓ ✓ ✓ Generic camera [53]

Manhattan world
Wildenauer et al. [57] BMVC’13 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Division model [14]

Antunes et al. [3] CVPR’17 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Division model [14]
Pritts et al. [41] CVPR’18 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Division model [14]

Lochman et al. [32] WACV’21 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Division model [14]
Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ [53] Generic camera [53]

1 DL is learning-based methods; Heatmap is heatmap regression; Manhattan is based on the Manhattan world for world coordinates

objects because these methods need to detect many arcs to
estimate the VPs. Therefore, city scenes in which sky or
street trees dominate the images degrade the performance
of geometry-based methods.

On the basis of the observations above, to achieve ac-
curate and robust estimation, we propose a learning-based
calibration method that estimates extrinsics (pan, tilt, and
roll angles), focal length, and a distortion coefficient simul-
taneously from a single image in Figure 1. Our heatmap re-
gression estimates each direction using labeled image coor-
dinates to distinguish the four directions of a road intersec-
tion in a Manhattan world. Furthermore, we introduce addi-
tional geometric keypoints, called auxiliary diagonal points
(ADPs), to compensate for the lack of VPs in each image.

To investigate the effectiveness of the proposed methods,
we conducted extensive experiments on three large-scale
datasets [9, 38, 64] as well as off-the-shelf cameras. This
evaluation demonstrated that our method notably outper-
forms conventional geometry-based [32, 41] and learning-
based [33, 52, 53] methods. The major contributions of our
study are summarized as follows:
• We propose a heatmap-based VP estimator for recovering

the rotation from a single image to achieve higher accu-
racy and robustness than geometry-based methods using
arc detectors.

• We introduce auxiliary diagonal points with an optimal
3D arrangement based on the spatial uniformity of regular
octahedron groups to address the lack of VPs in an image.

2. Related work
Camera model. For geometric tasks, camera calibration
estimates the parameters in a camera model. This model
expresses a mapping from world coordinates p̃ to image
coordinates ũ in homogeneous coordinates. This mapping
is conducted using extrinsic and intrinsic parameters. Ex-
trinsic parameters [R | t ] consist of a rotation matrix R
and a translation vector t to represent the relation between
the origins of the camera coordinates and Manhattan world
coordinates (or other world coordinates). The intrinsic pa-
rameters are distortion γ, image sensor pitch (du, dv), and a

principal point (cu, cv). The subscripts u and v indicate the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. The map-
ping is formulated as

ũ =

 γ/du 0 cu
0 γ/dv cv
0 0 1

 [R | t ] p̃. (1)

Kannala and Brandt [16] proposed the generic camera
model, which includes fisheye lens cameras and is given by

γ = k̃1η + k̃2η
3 + · · · , (2)

where k̃1, k̃2, . . . are distortion coefficients and η is an inci-
dent angle. Wakai et al. [53] proposed an alternative generic
camera model for learning-based methods, expressed as

γ = f · (η + k1η
3), (3)

where f is focal length and k1 is a distortion coefficient. Al-
though Equation (3) is only a third-order polynomial with
respect to η, the model can practically express fisheye pro-
jection with sub-pixel error [53].

Manhattan world. Coughlan et al. [12] proposed the
Manhattan world for human navigation on the basis of the
prior over edge models. The Manhattan world assumption
regards the world as consisting of grid-shaped roads; that
is, two of the three orthogonal coordinate axes lie along a
crossroads, and the remaining axis is vertical. Given the
Manhattan world OM -XMYMZM in Figure 2, camera an-
gles are defined as a rotation matrix R that is compatible
with pan, tilt, and roll angles. In this paper, we ignore the
relations between the extrinsics of the camera and the body
of cars, drones, or robots because these relations can be de-
termined using designed values or calibration. Therefore,
the task of camera calibration is to determine camera angles
of a 3D-rotated camera in a Manhattan world.

Camera calibration. Perspective camera calibration
methods in the Manhattan world have been proposed for
Hough-transform-based methods [43, 44] and VP-based
methods [8, 11, 18, 19, 22–24, 30, 35, 45, 46, 48, 49, 58,
63]. However, these methods address only narrow FOV
cameras without distortion.
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Figure 2. Definition of world coordinates in a Manhattan world.
The origins of the world coordinates of the Manhattan world and
a camera are OM -XMYMZM and OC -XCYCZC , respectively.
All walls of the cuboid buildings are parallel to the corresponding
planes in OM -XMYMZM .

In this paper, we focus on calibration methods that both
recover rotation and remove distortion from a single im-
age, as specified in Table 1. A pioneering learning-based
method was proposed by López-Antequera et al. [33] to ad-
dress rotation and distortion based on Brown’s quartic poly-
nomial models [5]. Wakai and Yamashita [52] proposed
a learning-based method for fisheye cameras using equi-
solid angle projection. Wakai et al. [53] also proposed a
learning-based method using generic camera models. How-
ever, these methods cannot estimate pan angles because
they use a non-Manhattan world.

For a Manhattan world, Wildenauer et al. [57] proposed
a pioneering geometry-based calibration method from a sin-
gle image using a constraint based on parallel scene lines.
This method addressed distortion using a one-parameter di-
vision model [14]. A geometry-based calibration method
has been proposed to improve calibration accuracy using
the lines of circle centers [3]. Pritts et al. [41] proposed
joint solvers for the affine rectification of an imaged scene
plane and radial lens distortion from coplanar points. Con-
sidering distortion and focal length, Lochman et al. [32]
proposed solvers based on combinations of imaged transla-
tional symmetries and parallel scene lines. Although these
geometry-based methods can estimate camera angles in a
Manhattan world, images with few arcs degrade the perfor-
mance because of a lack of constraints.

Heatmap regression. Interest has grown in the use
of heatmap regression for various tasks, such as human
pose estimation [56], object detection [21], and face align-
ment [54]. In camera calibration, heatmap regression was
used for distortion estimation [28, 29]. Although heatmap
regression has the potential for accurate and robust estima-
tion, the heatmap regression is not used for VP estimation
because VPs are often located beyond the image borders.

Table 2. Labels of VPs and ADPs

Label name Direction Image coordinate1

Vanishing point
front Z⃗M (W/2, H/2)

back −Z⃗M (0, H/2)

left −X⃗M (W/4, H/2)

right X⃗M (3W/4, H/2)

top −Y⃗M (0, 0)

bottom Y⃗M (0, H)

Auxiliary diagonal point
front-left-top (FLT) (Z⃗M − X⃗M − Y⃗M )/

√
3 (3W/8, H/4)

front-right-top (FRT) (Z⃗M + X⃗M − Y⃗M )/
√
3 (5W/8, H/4)

front-left-bottom (FLB) (Z⃗M − X⃗M + Y⃗M )/
√
3 (3W/8, 3H/4)

front-right-bottom (FRB) (Z⃗M + X⃗M + Y⃗M )/
√
3 (5W/8, 3H/4)

back-left-top (BLT) (−Z⃗M − X⃗M − Y⃗M )/
√
3 (W/8, H/4)

back-right-top (BRT) (−Z⃗M + X⃗M − Y⃗M )/
√
3 (7W/8, H/4)

back-left-bottom (BLB) (−Z⃗M − X⃗M + Y⃗M )/
√
3 (W/8, 3H/4)

back-right-bottom (BRB) (−Z⃗M + X⃗M + Y⃗M )/
√
3 (7W/8, 3H/4)

1 The W and H denote panoramic-image width and height, respectively.
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Figure 3. Coordinates of VPs and ADPs in a Manhattan world.
The labels of the VPs and ADPs correspond to the labels described
in Table 2.

3. Proposed method

First, we introduce ADPs and describe how they are related
to VPs. Second, we describe our learning-based calibration
method using heatmap regression to recover fisheye images.
Finally, we present our training and inference phases.

3.1. Auxiliary diagonal points

For estimating camera rotation, VPs are strong geometric
cues. Images often have one or no VPs, although unique ro-
tation requires at least two unique axes that consist of lines
through 3D VPs and the origin of the world coordinates.
Because learning-based methods can estimate tilt and roll
angles from a fisheye image [33, 52, 53], we believe that
deep neural networks can recognize not only the directions
of the VPs but also other directions. Without considering
the VP constraint that lines are concentrated at a VP, we
can define various directions of points such as the vertexes
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of a polyhedron. We cannot escape the trade-off between
the strength of constraints and the ease of training. This
trade-off depends on the arrangement of the directions of
points and the number of directions.

To solve this problem concerning the arrangement and
number of points, we define additional VP-related points
called ADPs based on the spatial symmetry as follows. We
found that six 3D VPs form a regular octahedron that has the
symmetry of regular octahedron groups (octahedral symme-
try), see Figure 3. This symmetry means that a regular octa-
hedron has three types of rotational symmetric axes. To esti-
mate a unique camera rotation requiring two or more direc-
tions, the point arrangement prefers 3D spatial uniformity,
such as the vertexes of regular polygons. Considering the
wide spatial uniformity and small number of points, we use
the ADPs, which are the eight diagonal points that indicate
the directions of the cubic corners in Table 2. This arrange-
ment of VPs and ADPs (VP/ADPs) also has the symmetry
of regular octahedron groups and the greatest spatial uni-
formity in the case of eight points because of the diagonal
directions, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, 3D VP/ADP
coordinates are the optimal arrangement given a practical
number of points. The supplementary materials describe
details of the symmetry and optimal arrangement.

3.2. Network architecture

Vanishing-point estimator. We found that VP estimation
in images corresponds to single human pose estimation [2]
in terms of labeled image-coordinate detection. These two
tasks, VP detection and pose estimation, are similar because
of the geometric relations of VPs and pose keypoints; that
is, 3D VPs form a regular octahedron, and pose keypoints
are based on a human skeleton. This similarity suggests
that heatmap regression can achieve accurate and robust VP
estimation as it does for single human pose estimation. Fur-
thermore, using ADPs to increase the number of points, we
can overcome the problem of the heatmap regression for
VPs; that is, a unique camera rotation cannot be determined
for images with few VPs.

Additionally, Wakai et al. [53] reported that mismatches
in dataset domains degrade calibration accuracy. This
degradation suggests that regressors consisting of fully con-
nected layers extract domain-specific features without geo-
metric cues such as VPs. In contrast to conventional re-
gressors, heatmap regressors using 2D Gaussian kernels on
labeled points have the potential for pixel-wise accuracy in
pose estimation [37]. Therefore, we propose a heatmap-
regression network, called the "VP estimator," that detects
image VP/ADPs and is likely to avoid such degradation.

Distortion estimator. To estimate camera rotation, we
require intrinsic parameters that project image coordinates
to 3D incident ray vectors because the rotation is calculated
using these incident ray vectors in Manhattan world coor-
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Figure 4. Calibration pipeline for inference. The intrinsics are
estimated by the distortion estimator. Camera models project
VP/ADPs onto the unit sphere using backprojection. The extrin-
sics are calculated from the fitting. The input fisheye image is
generated from [38].

dinates. For the intrinsics in Equation (3), we use Wakai et
al.’s calibration network [53] without the tilt and roll angle
regressors, which is called the "distortion estimator." There-
fore, our network has two estimators in Figure 1.

Implementation details. We use the HRNet [47] back-
bone, which has shown strong performance in various tasks,
for our VP estimator. We found that the HRNet loss func-
tion evaluates only images that include detected keypoints;
that is, detection failure does not affect the loss value. To
tackle this problem, we modified this loss function to eval-
uate all images, including those with detection failure. This
modification is suitable for deep single image camera cali-
bration because, unlike human pose estimation, we always
estimate camera rotation. To achieve sub-pixel precision,
DARK [60] is applied to the heatmaps as postprocessing.
Note that we do not employ DARK to generate heatmaps as
a preprocessing step because such preprocessing leads to in-
consistency between the heatmaps and camera parameters.
Rectangular images are center cropped for the VP estimator.

3.3. Training and inference

Training. Using the generated fisheye images with ground-
truth camera parameters in Section 4.1 and VP/ADP labels
in Section 4.2, we train our two estimators independently.
The VP estimator is trained using the modified HRNet loss
function described above. In addition, the distortion estima-
tor is trained using the harmonic non-grid bearing loss [53].

Inference. Figure 4 shows our calibration pipeline for
the inference. First, we obtain the VP/ADPs from the VP
estimator and intrinsics from the distortion estimator. Sec-
ond, these 2D VP/ADPs are projected onto a unit sphere in
world coordinates using backprojection. Finally, we convert
the 3D VP/ADPs to the extrinsics, as described below.

Here, we describe the estimation of camera rotation from
the VP/ADPs. Note that this estimation, which is based on
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Table 3. Number of panoramic images and fisheye image patches

Dataset Panorama Fisheye

Train Test Train Test

SL-MH 55,599 161 555,990 16,100
SL-PB 57,840 167 578,400 16,700
SP360 19,038 55 571,140 16,500

HoliCity 6,235 18 561,150 16,200

Table 4. Distribution of the camera parameters for training sets

Parameter Distribution Range or value1

Pan ϕ Uniform [0, 360)

Tilt θ, Roll ψ
Mix Normal 70%, Uniform 30%

Normal µ = 0, σ = 15
Uniform [−90, 90]

Aspect ratio Varying {1/1 9%, 5/4 1%, 4/3 66%,
3/2 20%, 16/9 4%}

Focal length f Uniform [6, 15]

Distortion k1 Uniform [−1/6, 1/3]

Max angle ηmax
2 Uniform [84, 96]

1 Units: ϕ, θ, ψ, and ηmax [deg]; f [mm]; k1 [dimensionless]
2 Max angle ηmax is the maximum incident angle

geometric calculations, is irrelevant to training. The prin-
ciple of the estimation is to fit two sets of world coordi-
nates and is known as the absolute orientation problem [55].
One set of world coordinates consists of the 3D VP/ADPs
projected by backprojection [53] using the camera parame-
ters. The other set consists of the 3D points corresponding
to these VP/ADPs along the orthogonal Manhattan world
coordinates shown in Figure 3. In our case, we focus on ro-
tation without translation and scaling because all 3D points
are on a unit sphere. In this fitting, which has a lower
computational cost than methods based on a singular value
decomposition, we use the optimal linear attitude estima-
tor [34, 39], which calculates the Rodrigues vector [13] ex-
pressing the principal axis and angle. This Rodrigues vector
is compatible with a quaternion, and we can obtain pan, tilt,
and roll angles from this quaternion. Note that we regard
undeterminable angles as 0◦ when point detection fails or
an image has one or no axes from the VP/ADPs. The sup-
plementary presents details of the rotation estimation.

4. Experiments
To demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of our ap-
proach, we employed extensive experiments using large-
scale synthetic datasets and off-the-shelf fisheye cameras.

4.1. Datasets

Panoramic image datasets. We used three large-scale
datasets of outdoor panoramas, the StreetLearn dataset [38],
the SP360 dataset [9], and the HoliCity dataset [64], as
listed in Table 3. In StreetLearn, we used the Manhattan

2019 subset (SL-MH) and the Pittsburgh 2019 subset (SL-
PB). These panoramic images are the equirectangular pro-
jection using calibrated cameras. Assuming practical con-
ditions following [33, 52, 53], we regarded the vertical cen-
ter of the panoramic images as the ground. Moreover, the
tilt angle is 0◦ because the height of a camera mounted on a
car is sufficiently small with respect to the distance between
the camera and other objects. The horizontal center of the
panoramic images corresponds with the travel direction of
cars: the pan angle is 0◦.

Fisheye-image and camera-parameter generation.
For a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art method [53]
in the estimation of tilt and roll angles, we used the generic
camera model [53] to generate fisheye images. Following
the procedure for dataset generation and capture [53], we
generated fisheye images from panoramic images using the
generic camera models with the ground-truth camera pa-
rameters in Table 4, and we captured outdoor images in
Kyoto, Japan, using six off-the-shelf fisheye cameras. To
generate the test set, we replaced the mixed and varying
distributions in the training sets with a uniform distribution.
Therefore, our generated fisheye images and ground-truth
camera parameters were used for training and evaluation.

4.2. Vanishing-point annotation

Vanishing-point label ambiguity. As shown in Table 2,
we annotated the VP/ADPs of the image coordinates and
labels on the basis of panoramic-image width and height.
We found that some generated fisheye images had label am-
biguity; that is, we cannot annotate unique VP/ADP labels
for these images. For example, we cannot distinguish one
image with a 0◦-pan angle from another with a 180◦-pan
angle because we cannot determine the direction of travel
of the cars from one image. In other words, we cannot dis-
tinguish front labels from back labels in Table 2. Similarly,
we cannot distinguish left labels from right labels.

Removal of label ambiguity. Considering generalized
cases of label ambiguity, we annotated the image coordi-
nates of VP/ADPs as follows. We 180◦-rotationally align
all labels based on two conditions: 1) the images have back
labels without front labels, and 2) the images have right la-
bels without front and left labels. Details of the number of
labels can be found in the supplementary materials.

Label ambiguity also affects conventional methods in a
Manhattan world. For example, it is often the case that three
orthogonal directions can be estimated using the Gaussian
sphere representation of VPs [63]; however, the representa-
tion does not regard the difference between front and back
directions. For a fair comparison in the evaluation, we se-
lected the errors with the smallest angles from among the
candidate ambiguous angles in both the conventional meth-
ods and our method. Therefore, the estimated pan-angle
ranges from −90◦ to 90◦.
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Table 5. Distribution of the number of unique axes (%)

Dataset1 Number of unique axes

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Train 0.0 1.3 13.5 25.7 24.8 18.8 10.9 5.1
Test 0.0 1.4 12.8 25.7 25.6 19.6 10.2 4.6

1 SL-MH, SL-PB, SP360, and HoliCity all have the same distribution of
the number of unique axes shown in this table

Ignoring back labels. After removing label ambiguity,
we ignored back labels because the training and test sets had
only 0.1% and 0.3% back labels, respectively. Therefore,
the VP estimator detected 13 points, that is, the five VPs
(front, left, right, top, and bottom) and eight ADPs in Ta-
ble 2. If all VP/ADPs are successfully detected, our method
can estimate a unique rotation for over 98% images with
two or more unique axes from the VP/ADPs in Table 5.

4.3. Parameter settings

Following [53], we fixed the image sensor height to 24
mm, du = dv , used the principal points (cu, cv) as the im-
age center, and the translation vectors t as the zero vec-
tors. Therefore, in our method, we focused on the esti-
mation of five camera parameters, that is, focal length f ,
distortion coefficient k1, pan angle ϕ, tilt angle θ, and roll
angle ψ in a Manhattan world. We independently trained
the VP estimator and distortion estimator using a mini-
batch size of 32. We optimized the VP estimator, which
was pretrained on ImageNet [42], using the Adam opti-
mizer [17] and Random Erasing augmentation [62] with
(p, sl, sh, r1, r2) = (0.5, 0.02, 0.33, 0.3, 3.3). The initial
learning rate was set to 1× 10−4 and was multiplied by 0.1
at the 100th epoch. We also trained the distortion estimator
pretrained on Wakai et al.’s original network [53] using the
RAdam optimizer [31] with a learning rate of 1× 10−5.

4.4. Experimental results

We implemented the comparison methods according to the
corresponding papers but trained them on SL-MH, SL-PB,
SP360, and HoliCity.

4.4.1 Vanishing point estimation

To demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of the pro-
posed VP estimator, we used pose estimation metrics and
the distance error between the detected and ground-truth
VP/ADPs. Following [7], we used the standard keypoint
metrics of the average precision (AP) and average recall
(AR) [47] with a 5.6-pixel ski object keypoint similar-
ity [36] as well as the percentage of correct keypoints
(PCK) [2] with a 5.6-pixel distance threshold, which cor-
responds to 1/10th of the heatmap height.

Overall, the VP estimator detected the VP/ADPs, al-
though the performance in the cross-domain evaluation de-

Estimated VP heatmaps
bottomfront left right top

FLT FRT FLB FRB

BLT BRT BLB BRB
Estimated ADP heatmaps

front right

topFLT FRT

FRB

Ground-truth VP
Detected VP
Ground-truth ADP
Detected ADP

Figure 5. Qualitative results of VP/ADP detection using the pro-
posed VP estimator on the SL-MH test set. The VP estimator esti-
mated five VP and eight ADP heatmaps for each VP/ADP.

creased, as Table 6 reveals. The AP, AR, and PCK results
suggest that VP/ADP estimation is an easier task than hu-
man pose estimation because the VP/ADPs have the im-
plicit constraints of the geometric coordinates shown in Fig-
ure 3. Table 6 also reveals that ADP detection is more diffi-
cult than VP detection because VPs generally have specific
appearances at infinity. In terms of distance errors, the VP
estimator addressed the various directions of VP/ADPs. In
addition, considering the qualitative results in Figure 5, the
VP estimator stably detected VP/ADPs in the entire image.
Therefore, the VP estimator can precisely detect VP/ADPs
from a fisheye image.

4.4.2 Parameter and reprojection errors

To validate the accuracy of the camera parameters, we com-
pared our method with conventional methods that estimate
both rotation and distortion. Following [53], we evaluated
the mean absolute error and reprojection error (REPE). Our
method achieved the lowest mean absolute angle error and
REPE of the methods listed in Table 7. The pan-angle er-
rors in our method using HRNet-W32 for the VP estima-
tor are substantially smaller than those of Lochman et al.’s
method [32] by 20.16◦ on the SL-MH test set. Our method
achieved 3.15◦ and 3.00◦ errors for the tilt and roll angles,
respectively, outperforming the other methods. We evalu-
ated our method using HRNet-W48 (a larger backbone) and
obtained a slight RMSE improvement of 0.16 pixels with
respect to the RMSE obtained using HRNet-W32.

The Pritts et al.’s [41] and Lochman et al.’s [32] methods
could not perform calibration for some images because of a
lack of arcs. In particular, Lochman et al.’s method [32]
had a 59.1% executable rate, that is, the number of success-
ful executions divided by the number of all images. Note
that we calculated errors using only these successful exe-
cutions. By contrast, our learning-based method can ad-
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Table 6. Results of the cross-domain evaluation for our VP estimator using HRNet-W32

Dataset Keypoint metric ↑ Mean distance error [pixel] ↓
Train Test AP AP50 AP75 AR AR50 AR75 PCK front left right top bottom VP1 ADP1 All1

SL-MH

SL-MH 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.98 0.98 0.99 2.67 2.90 2.52 1.90 1.72 2.39 3.64 3.10
SL-PB 0.98 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.98 3.51 3.50 3.11 2.34 2.02 2.97 4.52 3.85
SP360 0.85 0.94 0.90 0.79 0.87 0.83 0.83 6.55 7.42 6.18 5.34 11.77 7.44 14.95 11.57

HoliCity 0.80 0.92 0.86 0.72 0.83 0.78 0.77 9.73 12.27 9.75 8.54 6.60 9.47 17.92 14.11
1 VP denotes all 5 VPs; ADP denotes all 8 ADPs; All denotes all points consisting of 5 VPs and 8 ADPs

Table 7. Comparison of the absolute parameter errors and reprojection errors on the SL-MH test set

Method Backbone Mean absolute error1 ↓ REPE1 ↓ Executable Mean fps2 ↑ #Params GFLOPs
Pan ϕ Tilt θ Roll ψ f k1 rate1 ↑

López-Antequera et al. [33] CVPR’19 DenseNet-161 – 27.60 44.90 2.32 – 81.99 100.0 36.4 27.4M 7.2
Wakai and Yamashita [52] ICCVW’21 DenseNet-161 – 10.70 14.97 2.73 – 30.02 100.0 33.0 26.9M 7.2

Wakai et al. [53] ECCV’22 DenseNet-161 – 4.13 5.21 0.34 0.021 7.39 100.0 25.4 27.4M 7.2
Pritts et al. [41] CVPR’18 – 25.35 42.52 18.54 – – – 96.7 0.044 – –

Lochman et al. [32] WACV’21 – 22.36 44.42 33.20 6.09 – – 59.1 0.016 – –

Ours w/o ADPs ( 5 points)3 HRNet-W323 19.38 13.54 21.65 0.34 0.020 28.90 100.0 12.7 53.5M 14.53

Ours w/o VPs ( 8 points) HRNet-W32 10.54 11.01 8.11 0.34 0.020 19.70 100.0 12.6 53.5M 14.5
Ours (13 points) HRNet-W32 2.20 3.15 3.00 0.34 0.020 5.50 100.0 12.3 53.5M 14.5

Ours (13 points) HRNet-W48 2.19 3.10 2.88 0.34 0.020 5.34 100.0 12.2 86.9M 22.1
1 Units: pan ϕ, tilt θ, and roll ψ [deg]; f [mm]; k1 [dimensionless]; REPE [pixel]; Executable rate [%]
2 Implementations: López-Antequera [33], Wakai [52], Wakai [53], and ours using PyTorch [40]; Pritts [41] and Lochman [32] using The MathWorks MATLAB
3 (· points) is the number of VP/ADPs for VP estimators; VP estimator backbones are indicated; Rotation estimation in Figure 4 is not included in GFLOPs

Table 8. Comparison of the mean absolute rotation errors in de-
grees on the test sets of each dataset

Dataset Wakai et al. [53] Lochman et al. [32] Ours (HRNet-W32)

Pan Tilt Roll Pan Tilt Roll Pan Tilt Roll

SL-MH – 4.13 5.21 22.36 44.42 33.20 2.20 3.15 3.00
SL-PB – 4.06 5.71 23.45 44.99 30.68 2.30 3.13 3.09
SP360 – 3.75 5.19 22.84 45.38 31.91 2.16 2.92 2.79

HoliCity – 6.55 16.05 22.63 45.11 32.58 3.48 4.08 3.84

Table 9. Comparison on the cross-domain evaluation of the mean
absolute rotation errors in degrees

Dataset Wakai et al. [53] Ours (HRNet-W32)

Train Test Pan Tilt Roll Pan Tilt Roll

SL-MH
SL-PB – 5.51 12.02 2.98 3.72 3.63
SP360 – 9.11 37.54 8.06 8.34 7.77

HoliCity – 10.94 42.20 10.74 10.60 8.93

dress arbitrary images independent of the number of arcs;
that is, it demonstrates scene robustness. Compared with
methods [32, 41] estimating the pan angles, our method us-
ing HRNet-W32 achieved a mean frames per second (fps)
that was at least 280 times higher. Note that our test plat-
form was equipped with an Intel Core i7-6850K CPU and
an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3080Ti GPU.

We validated the effectiveness of the ADPs. Table 7 sug-
gests that our method based on HRNet-W32 and VP/ADPs
notably improved angle estimation compared with our
method without the ADPs by 15.4◦ on average for pan, tilt,
and roll angles. Therefore, the ADPs dramatically allevi-
ated the problems caused by a lack of VPs.

Additionally, we tested our proposed method using var-

ious datasets to validate its robustness. Table 8 shows
that our method outperforms both existing state-of-the-art
learning-based [53] and geometry-based [32] methods on
all datasets in terms of rotation errors. Table 9 also reports
that our method is superior to Wakai et al.’s method [53],
which tended to estimate the roll angle poorly in the cross-
domain evaluation, especially on the HoliCity test set.

4.4.3 Qualitative evaluation

To evaluate the recovered image quality, we performed cal-
ibration on synthetic images and off-the-shelf cameras.

Synthetic images. Figure 6 shows the qualitative results
obtained on synthetic images. Our results are the most sim-
ilar to the ground-truth images. By contrast, the quality of
the recovered images that contained a few arcs was con-
siderably degraded when the geometry-based methods pro-
posed by Pritts et al. [41] and Lochman et al. [32] were
used. Furthermore, the learning-based methods proposed
by López-Antequera et al. [33], Wakai and Yamashita [52],
and Wakai et al. [53] did not recover the pan angles. We
note that our method can even calibrate images in which
trees line a street.

Off-the-shelf cameras. Following [53], we also evalu-
ated calibration methods using off-the-shelf cameras to val-
idate the effectiveness of our method. Figure 7 shows the
qualitative results using off-the-shelf fisheye cameras us-
ing SL-MH for training. Our method meaningfully outper-
formed Lochman et al.’s method [32] in terms of recovered
images. These results indicate robustness in our method for
various types of camera projection.
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5. Conclusion

Limitations. It is difficult to recover images when an input
image includes one or no unique axes that can be identified
from the VP/ADPs. We believe that subsequent studies can
extend this work to address this open challenge. Another
promising direction for future work is to use several images

or videos for input. We consider one image because our
focus is to develop deep single image camera calibration.

In a Manhattan world, we proposed a learning-based
method to address rotation and distortion from an image.
To recover the rotation, our heatmap-based VP estimator
detects the VP/ADPs. Experiments demonstrated that our
method substantially outperforms conventional methods.
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